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1. (U) DICK, I APPRECIATE THE COOPERATION USEUCOM HAS RECEIVED
FROM YOUR STAFF REGARDING OF THE 1.4b MULTI~ ~

THE DEPLOYMENT
NATIONAL DIVISION (MND-CS). TOGETHER WE HAVE DEVELOPED A SOLID ~
METHODOLOGY THIS DEPLOYMENT.

FOR SUPPORTING
2. (U) TEAMS OF EUCOM AND CENT COM MILITARY PLANNERS AND OTHER
STAFF CONTINUE TO SUPPORT ALL ASPECTS OF THIS MISSION, TO (II); hv +cr J
INCLUDE: : ;:::;:
A. (U) MODIFICATION OF BOTH THE 1.4b ACQUISITION AND
CROSS-SERVING AGREEMENT (ACSA) AND IMPLEMENTING ARRANGEMENT T-
AMENDMENTS TO ALLOW US TO TRANSFER STRATEGIC LIFT AND LOGISTICS O
SUPPORT TO THE POLISH MND. ~
B. (U) PROVISION OF LEGAL AND ACSA-RELATED SUPPORT TO THE J
"TECHNICAL ARRANGEMENT" SIGNED BY USD (C) (B)(6) AND 1.4b I6J
DEPUTY DEFENSE MINISTER ZEMKE.
C. (U) SUPPORT AND SEVERAL
DEPLOYMENT CELLS IN 1.4b
OTHER TROOP CONTRIBUTING NATIONS (TCNS), PROVIDING ASSISTANCE TO
MND CONTINGENTS TO FACILITATE MOVEMENT AOR.
TO THE CENTCOM

D. (U) AND ISSUE RESOLUTION
FACILITATING COMMUNICATIONS
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SECRET NOFORN
BETWEEN 14b MND CONTINGENTS, USTRANSCOM,
USCENTCOM, AND THE
JOINT STAFF.

. .

3. (S/NF) OF TCN ADVANCED TO KUWAIT
THE MOVEMENT PARTY ELEMENTS
IS NOW COMPLETE, WITH MAIN BODY ELEMENTS TO FOLLOW OVER THE NEXT
TWO WEEKS. BOTH USCENTCOM AND THE 14b MND ARE DETERMINED TO
MAINTAIN THE CURRENT DEPLOYMENT REMAIN CONCERNED,
SCHEDULE. HOWEVER, WITH THE TIMELY RESOLUTION OF ISSUES REGARDING THE

. .

. .

. .

-. PROVISION OF ADEQUATE COMMUNICATIONS GEAR AND ADDITIONAL
"---" "C

VEHICLES NECESSARY TO CARRY OUT THIS MISSION. WE ARE WORKING
WITH YOUR STAFF AND USCENTCOM TO HELP IMPLEMENT A COURSE OF
ACTION TO ACHIEVE THIS AIM. I WILL CONTINUE TO MONITOR OUR
PROGRESS EFFORT AND PROVIDE YOU WITH UPDATES

WITH THIS IMPORTANT
AS APPROPRIATE. VERY RESPECTFULLY, 06b II
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